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Republic of Belarus: insights into an
isolated but interesting market

The Belarus tobacco market is probably one of the most interesting markets in Eastern Europe. Un-

like Russia, the Ukraine, and Kazakhstan, Belarus was in no hurry to comply with all IMF instructions

at the dawn of reform and did not privatise its tobacco industry.

A leftover from Soviet heritage,
there was actually only one fac-
tory in the country, in Grodno

(Grodno Neman Tobacco Factory). The
other factory, Tabak Invest, was estab-
lished in Minsk in 1998. The first steps
on the way to liberalisation of the to-
bacco market and the economy in gen-
eral that were made in the 1990s were
reversed after the current president,
Alexander Lukashenko, came to power.
First, free wholesale trade became a
thing of the past: manufacturers and im-
porters were obliged to enter into direct
contracts with retail outlets. The major-
ity of retailers are state-owned, but there
are no formal restrictions on creating re-
tail outlets for private capital; selling to-
bacco products requires a licence. Then
restrictions on import were introduced
in the form of quotas sold by auction
(1997). Simultaneously, quotas for do-
mestic production, divided between the
two factories, were legalised as well as a
system of government-approved retail
prices, and general control of retail trade
in the country was established. Thus,
the Belarusian market was already com-
pletely state-controlled and closed to
outsiders in the first half of the 2000s.

Join or die

Multinational companies whose im-
ported products had been consistently
driven from the market through restric-
tions or denials of import quotas had
only one way left to access the local
market: joint manufacture with one of
the existing factories. Among those
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who were not able to
reach agreement with
either of the factories
was Philip Morris Inter-
national which left the
market in 2007 and is
not represented there
with legal products to
date. Other foreign com-
panies entered into pro-
jects with both Neman
(BAT, JTI, and Tobacco
International Enter-
prises) and the Minsk-
based private tobacco factory Tabak In-
vest (Imperial Tobacco Group and JTI).
The Belarusian laws on tobacco and
smoking remain very liberal. Excises in
the country are among the lowest (on
Winston's, priced at USD 0.78 (EUR
0.54), excise is about 10%). They are
raised periodically, but can also be lo-
wered for the cheapest category, as hap-
pened in August 2010. Prices are ad-
justed by the government at approxi-
mately the same intervals as excises, but
sometimes lag behind, which reduces
profits for manufacturers and their
partners in trade. Overall, the pricing and

excise policy of the Belaru-
sian authorities must be re-
cognised as being socially-
oriented: affordable low
prices are always preserved
for a certain range to ac-
commodate the most de-
prived sections of the popu-
lation. The same approach
protects the market against
illicit supplies, along with
close control of retail trade.
Demand for foreign brands
exists regardless of the

price. For example, Marlboro, which is
not available officially in the country, can
often be seen in the hands of well-to-do
smokers. However, Belarus is reliably
protected from massive economic
contraband from foreign markets. In fact,
there is rather an opposite problem
which clearly manifested itself during
the foreign exchange crisis in June: many
citizens try to bring the extremely inex-
pensive local cigarettes across any
border (to Russia, Poland, Lithuania) to
earn foreign currency which is hard to
come by. At the present time, such activ-
ities are strictly prohibited, even for per-
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sonal needs defined as one carton, but
the flow is on the rise judging by police
reports from the neighbouring states.
Tobacco advertising in the country has
been prohibited since 1994, but actual
control on how the ban was complied
with only materialised in 2002-2003
after additional laws of the new presi-
dent had been issued. The cigarette
pack design meets the requirements of
the WHO Framework Convention, but
no graphic warnings are used. Appar-
ently, this will occur simultaneously in
all countries of the Customs Union (Be-
larus, Russia, and Kazakhstan) after a
common technical regulation on to-
bacco products is passed which is now
being drawn up. A ban on smoking in
public places is declared officially, but it
is difficult to say how it is complied with
in practice. At any rate, there are ash-
trays on tables in restaurants. Belarus
joined the WHO Framework Conven-
tion in 2005 and has since basically met

its requirements (even descriptors such
as "lights" and the like are prohibited).

Market shares in Belarus

The entire tobacco market in Belarus is
estimated by Nielsen at 19 billion
pieces. This is probably an underesti-
mation. Proceeding from demographic
data (the country's population is 9.48
million) and basically similar living con-
ditions in Russia and Belarus, one can
speak of about 23-25 billion cigarettes a
year. This number appears to be con-
firmed by sales of the factories in the last
few years (see table).
As for shares in the market, the largest
part is obviously controlled by products
from the two factories, the share of im-
ports being only a few percentage
points. The share of Neman is up to 80
per cent as of the middle of 2011, with
the Belarusian brands of the factory ac-

counting for about 60 per cent of that
portion, according to the company.
Nielsen attributes 43 per cent to Neman
(May 2011). Of the leading global to-
bacco companies, JTI (27 per cent) and
British American Tobacco (24 per cent)
are represented best in the country's
market. JTI started a joint project with
Minsk-based Tabak Invest in 2005
where it now mostly manufactures the
Winston brand which had become the
best-selling cigarette brand in Belarus by
2010. In addition, JTI began cooper-
ating with Neman in Grodno in 2008,
where it established manufacture of its
popular super-slim brands (Glamour
and Monte Carlo). At the very beginning
of July, on the eve of the celebration of
the 150th anniversary of the Neman fac-
tory, a state-of-the-art line to make slim
cigarettes was installed in Grodno, with
half of the expenditure being covered
by JTI. Cooperation between Neman
and BAT also began in 2005. At first, the
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project made provisions for manufac-
turing only the most inexpensive
brands (Alliance and Viceroy). BAT also
invested heavily in the re-equipment of
Neman and today it already turns out all
of the company's main brands, includ-
ing Pall Mall, Kent, and even Kent Nano-
tek in compact king size format. During
the course of the celebration on 22 July
2011, Neman Director General Yuri
Chernyshev was quoted as saying that-
BAT had tested samples of all variants of
Kent products manufactured by the
company worldwide in its laboratory,
finding Kent from Grodno the best.
The share of Imperial Tobacco Group,
which uses the facilities of its Minsk-
based partner to manufacture West,
Gauloises, and Golden Gate, amounts to
4 per cent. PMI has no presence in the
Belarusian market, nor have products of
Russian independent manufacturers. In
Belarus, they are quite determined to
prevent new players from entering the
market and by all appearances the latter
mentioned will be unlikely to do so.
That is, until there is a complete change
in government attitudes.

Current trends in Belarus

Constant growth in excises and prices,
as well as fast growth in the share of slim

formats should be mentioned among
the key trends in the Belarus tobacco
market. Despite the isolation of the Be-
larusian market, the same typical trends
apply as in most Eastern European mar-
kets. The attitude of the government to-
wards the industry is, however, signifi-
cantly different. Both factories in Bela-
rus are close to the top leadership of the
country who listen to the opinion of in-
dustry representatives - although mak-
ing efforts to honour their commit-
ments under the WHO Framework Con-
vention. This is quite a different situ-
ation typical for other Eastern European
countries and Russia: any dialogue with
the industry is stopped under pressure
from anti-tobacco activists, which cer-
tainly in no way facilitates balanced
regulation of the sector and prevention
of the criminalisation of the market.
Speaking about the development pros-
pects of the Belarusian tobacco market,
the main driver is the desire of its partici-
pants to maintain the status quo, prevent
competition from becoming fiercer, and
channel special efforts into capturing
foreign markets through developing all
forms of export. This desire is felt to be a
consensus between the factories and the
government. Both facilities are today
technically geared to the fast production
of the products where demand is the hig-
hest. The laboratory in Grodno, for in-

stance, is equipped with state-of-the-art
instruments that are difficult to come ac-
ross at independent tobacco companies
in other countries. Any initiatives to de-
velop Belarusian tobacco export will ap-
parently be welcomed by both the regu-
lators and the manufacturers. The open-
ing of the market or even its partial lib-
eralisation (for example, free retail
prices) threaten this project and are un-
likely to be carried out. Even more so pri-
vatisation (Neman).

What the future may hold

At the same time, one can expect that as
part of the Customs Union with Russia
and Kazakhstan any concessions to the
partners as regards the harmonisation of
excises and finalisation of the technical
regulation will be accompanied with
the uncompromising condition of open-
ing the markets of those countries to Be-
larusian tobacco products. Such an
opening suggests harmonisation of
requirements for retail trade and ciga-
rette packaging and uniform excise
stamps. For Belarusian manufacturers
that would be a solid opportunity to
continue to increase production, press-
ing local players in the Customs Union
countries. But that is quite another
matter. Maxim Korolev
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